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Theoretical rocket performance for equilibrium composition during
expansion was calculated for JT-4 fuel with several fluorine-oxygenmix-
tures for a range of pressure ratios and oxidant-fuel ratios. The pa-
rameters included are specific impulse, combustion-chamber temperature,
nozzle-exit temperature, molecular weight, characteristic velocity, coef-
ficient of thrust, ratio of nozzle-exit area to throat area, specific
heat at constant pressure, isentropic exponent, viscosity, themal con-
ductivity, and equilibrium gas compositions. A correlation is given for
the effect of chsmber pressure on several of the parameters.
The maximum value of specific impulse for a chamber pressure of 6N
pounds per square inch absolute (40.827 atm) and an exit pressure of 1
atmosphere is 325.7 for 70.37 percent fluorine in the oxidant as ccmpared
with 284.9 and 305.1 for 100 percent o~gen and 100 percent fluorine,
respectively.
II$IRODUCTION
Mixtures of liquid fluorine and liquid o~gen as oxidants with
hydrocarbons as fuel have been considered in recent years for possible
high-ener~ rocket propellants. I&chu?es of fluorine and oxygen exist
that give higher performance with hydrocarbons then either 100 percent
oxygen or fluorine because fluorine burns preferentially with hydrogen,
and oxygen with carbon.
Theoretical calculations (ref. 1) show that maximum specific impulse
can be obtained when the oxidant contains about 70 percent fluorine.
Oftenj however, theoretical performance data are needed for comparison
with experimental data obtained for various percentages of fluorine in
the oxidant. Calculations were therefore made at the NACA Lewis labora-
tory during 1955 and 1956 in order to provide performance data for O to
100 percent fluorine in the oxidant. Performance data based on frozen





























of sound (velocity of flow at throat), ft/sec
tilrust,(+ = gcI/c*= F/P&
heat at constant pressure, cal/(mole)(°K)








and chemical energy at temperature T,
and chemical energy per untt mass,
—
specific @pulse, (lb force}(sec)/lbmass




1 - Xk ~ g/g-mole or lb/lb-mole
alnc*
characteristic velocity exponent, ~ -
specific-impulse exponent for fixed pressure
temperature exponent for fixed pressure ratio, (%%)pc/p
area-ratio exponent for fixed pressime ratto, (*)p ,,
c











static pressure (sum of psrtial pressures), lb/sq in.
partial pressure, lb/sq in.
universal gas constant (consistentunits)
equivalence ratio, ratio of four times the number of carbon atoms
plus the number of hydrogen atoms to two times the number of
oxygen atoms plus the number of fluorine atoms,
W+%
entropy at a pressure of 1 atmosphere, cal/(mole)(°K)







ratio of nozzle area to throat area






i product of combustion including both gaseous and solid phases
J gaseous product of combustion
k solid product of combustion (graphite)
P constant pressure








CALCUMTION OF PEWORMANCE DATA
Performance data were obtained for JP-4 fuel with several fluorine-
oxygen mixtures for a range of equivalence ratios and pressure ratios.
Equilibrium composition during expansion frcm a chamber pressure of 600
pounds per square inch absolute was assumed.
The computations were carried out by the method described in refer-
ence 3 with modifications to adapt it for use with an IEM card-programmed
electronic calculator. The machine was operated with floating-decimal- W
point notation and eight significant figures. The successive approxbna-
tion process used in the calculations was continued until seven-figure
accuracy was reached in the desired values of the assigned parameters *
(mass balance snd pressure or entropy).
Assumptions
The calculations were based on the following usual assumptions:
perfect gas law, adiabatic combustion at constant pressure, isentropic
expansion, no friction; homogeneous mixing, and one-dimensional flow.
The products of combustion were assumed to be graphite and the following
ideal gases: atomic carbon C, carbon monofluoride Cl?,carbon difluorfde
CF2, carbon trifluoride CF3, carbon tetrafluoride CF4, difluoroacetylene
C2F2, methsne CH4, carbon monoxide CO, carbon dioxide C02, atomic fluo-
rine F, fluorine F2, atomic hydrogen H, hydrogen H2, hydrogen fluoride HI?,
water H20, atcmic oxygen O, oxygen 02, and-the hydrowl radical OH. %e
combustion products are assumed to be completely expanded within the exit
nozzle; that is, ambient pressure equals exit pressure. -.
.
—
The graphite was assmned to be finely divided and in temperature and






Thermodynamic data. - The thermodynamic
products except graphite, methane, the fluorocarbons, and water were
5
data for all combustion
taken from reference 3. Mta for graphite were taken from reference 4,
for carbon monofluoride frcm reference 5, for the remainder of the
fluorocarbons frcm reference 6, and for water flrcmreference 7. Data
for methane were determined by the rigid-rotator - harmonic-oscimtor
approximation using spectroscopic data fram reference 8. The base used
in this report for assigning absolute values to enthalpy is the ssme as
in reference 3.
The dissociation energy of fluorine was assumed to be 35.6 kilo-
calories per mole and the heat of summation of graphtte at 296.16° K
was assmned to be 171.698 kilocalories per mole (ref. 9). The heat of
solution of oxygen and fluorine was assumed to be zero.
Physical and thermochemical data. - The properties of the fuel used
h these calculations are typical of the JT-4 fuel de~vered to the Lewis
laboratory over a period of-~ years. The JP-4 fuel was assmed to @ve a
hydrogen-to-carbon weight ratio of 0.163 (atcm ratio, 1.942), a lower
heat of combustion value of 18,640 Btuper pound, and a specific gravity
of 0.769. Additional properties of Jet fuels may be found in reference
10. Several properties of the oxidants taken from references 3, 9, IL,
and 12 are listed in table I.
Viscosity data. - The viscosity data for the individual combustion
products were either taken frcm the literature when available or esti-
mated. The viscosities of F, II,H2, snd HI?are given in reference 13.
The viscosities of the remaining stistaaces except H20 were calculated
using similar techniques. The viscosity of H20 was obtained from a modi-
fied Sutherland equation (ref. 14).
Interpolation formulas
reference 15. The formulas
parameters are as folJows:
Formulas
and accuracy of results are discussed in
used in ccmputing the various perfo~ce
Specific impulse, (lb force)(sec)/lb
I = 294.98
mass
Thc - helcxlo (1)
.-.
























heat at constant pressure, cal/(g)(°K)



























The calculated values of the various perfomnance parsneters for a
combustion pressure of 600 pounds per square inch absolute and for a
range of oxidant-fuel ratios and exit conditions are given in tables 11
to V for a range of fluorine-oxygen ratios.
The properties of gases in the ccmnbustionchamber and the character-
istic velocity are given in table II. Kble III presents the values of
the performance parameters at assigned temperatures and constant entropy.
These values were computed directly and used to interpolate properties at
assigned pressure ratios (1 to 8, 1 to 1000, 1 to 1500, or 10 to 1500)
given in tables IV and V. Properties at the throat may be found where
E = 1.000. The values adjacent to the threat correspond to pressures of
1.2 and 0.8 times the throat pressure. Table VI presents the equilibria
composition in the ccnnbustionchamber. Performance data for expansion
from chaniberpressure to 1 atmosphere are summrized in table VII.
Curves
The performance parameters are plotted in figures 1 to 6.
C!urvesof specific impulse are presented in figure 1 for assigned
pressure ratios as functions of percent by weight of fuel.
Combustion-chamber temperature and exit temperature for assigned
pressure ratios are plotted in figure 2 as functions of percent by weight
of fuel.
Curves of the ratio
figure 3 as functions of
ratios.
of nozzle area to throat area
percent by weight of fuel for
are plotted in
assigned pressure
Figure 4 gives the curves for coefficient of
pressure ratios as functions of percent by weight
Curves of molecular weight in the combustion






of fuel are presented
8l?i~e 6 shows the curves of





Effect of fluorine-oxygen ratio. - The specific-impulsedata for ex-
pansion from chsmber pressure to 1 atmosphere (table VII) are plotted in
figure 7 to show the effect of fluorine-oxygen ratio on performance.
Specific impulse increases with increasing percentages of fluorine to
about 70 percent fluorine in the oxidant. Increasing the amount of flwo- . .
E




Maximum values of specific impulse calc~ted for a.ch~ber pressure
of 600 pounds per-square inch absolute.(40.827 atm) and an exit pressure












The data of the preceding table are plotted in figure 8. The break
in the curve is based on similar data shown in figure 1 of reference 1.
The curves of characteristic velocity are very similar to those of spe-
cific impulse (fig. 6).
Effect of assuming equilibrium or frozen composition during expan-
sion. - The curve of specific impulse assuming tiozen composition during
=nsion (fig. 8, ref. 2) is plotted in figure 8 for comparison with
the curve for equilibrium specific @@-6e. The ms.x- v~ue of sPe- ‘- _
cific impulse for a chauiberpressure of 6~>ounds per sqmre inch ab-
solute (40.827 atm] aud an exit pressure of 1 atmosphere occurs at about
70 percent fluorine fluorine in the oxidant and is 325.7 and 301.1 for
equilibrium and frozen composition, respectively.
Effect of solid graphite. - The appearance of solid graphite as a
combustion product affected the values of the thermodynamic parameters
.
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and resulted in the break in the performance data for 70.37 and 100 per-
il cent fluorine in the oxidant. The appearance of graphite occurred at
about 22 percent fuel in the propellant for the 70.37-percent fluorine
curves and at about 18.5 percent fuel in the propellant for the 100-
percent-fluorine curves.
Chamber-pressure effect. - The use of the chamber pressure exponents
(nI~ ~> ‘~, and ~*) to obtain performsmce data for chamber pressures
other than 600 pounds per square inch absolute is explained in reference
15.
Effect of finite chsmber area. - The use of a combustion chamber of
finite cross-sectional area leads to a pressure change across the can-
bustion process. Reference 15 illustrates how the data for low pressure





A theoretical investigation of the performance of JP-4 fuel with
fl.uorine-o~genmixlmres was made for fluorine in oxidant by weight from
. 0 to 100 percent for various equivalence ratios, pressure ratios from 1
to 1000 (or 1 to 15CK)),and equilibrimn composition during expansion from
chamber pressure of 600 pounds per square inch absolute. The maximum
values of specific impulse calculated for a chamber pressure of 600 pounds
per square inch absolute (40.827 ah) and an exit pressure of 1 atmosphere
ranged frcm 284.9 to 325.7 for Onto 70.37 percent fluorine in the oxidant
and from 325.7 to 305.1 for 70.37 to 100 percent fluorine in the otidant.
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory C!cmnnitteefor Aeronautics
Cleveland, Ohio, November 25, 1957
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TABLE I. - PROPER- OF LIQUID OXIDANTS
Property &gm, o~ Fluorine, F:
Molecular weight, M 32.00 38.00
Density, g/cc al.1415 blo~
IYeezing point, ‘C C-218.76 C-217.96
Boiling point, ‘C C-182.97 C-187.92
Enthalpy reqtired to convert
liquid at boiling point to





~At -182.0” Cj ref. 11.














TABL6 II. - THERMODYNAMIC PROPSRTIE9 ~ ~=TIoN CH~ ~ C~~~IC mmy FOR JP-4 PUFLL
WITH SEV2RAL PLuoFulm-oxY&zN Nm’PomS
[C.mbustion-chamber pressume, 600 lb/sq in. abs.1
qulva- Puel, Oxidant Temper- Temper- MOleO- Enylpy, Sntrc.py,Specific Isen- Charac- Charac-




weight ratio, \s)t”K) &
w ‘p ‘ -Iml[a;l l—




































































Percent fluorine in oxidant by weight, 15
1.2 24.36 5.106 3735 0.0439 23.39 2668.3 2.7033
1.4 27.31 2.662 3694 .0412 22.25
1.6 30.04
3206.2 2.7907
2.329 3563 .0342 21.15
1.8 32.57
350V.2 2.8650
2.071 3391 .0244 20.06
2.0 34.92 1.664
3773.0 2.9264
3142 .0156 19.06 4026.7 2.S753
m











Percent fluorine in oxidant by weight, 30
1.2 22.56 3.432 3668 0.0454 2+2.78
1.4 25.37 2.942 3836 .0437 Zt.el.
1.6 27.96 2.574 3745 .0385 20.87
30.41 2.266 3586 .0304
::: 32.69
19.93
2.059 3369 .0219 19.06
2674.8 2.7036 1.693 1.147 0.0136 6117
3170.7 2.7867 1.566 1.152 .o127 6215
3445.8 2.8580 1.291 1.161 .0103 6253
3702.3 2.91S0 .992 1.180 .0069 621.6
3942.1 2.9667 .797 1.203 .0339 6115
Percent fluorlne in oxidant by uelfit, 50








1.6 25.04 2.994 4030
2.75e2 1.447 1.164 .o133 Ez
.0420 20.54 3366.1 2.6257 1.277 1-.172 .0117
1.’2 27.31 2.661 3696 .0361
e319
IS.78 3600.6 2.S626




19-03 3619.9 2.6262 .e65 1.206 .0065 e4a
Percent flucn.lnein tidant by uelght, 70.37
1.0 14.63 5.743 4007 0.0351 22.24
19.60





1.306 1.171 .o125 6757
20.71 3.622 4479 .0431 20.95
1.6
3175.0 2.7Ue
21.79 3.569 4396 .0426






20.41 412e.8 2.emo 1.017 1.172 .W76 642Q
. .— —
Percent rluorine in oxidant, 103 (zero percent nxygen)
%he base used for enthalpy 1s given in reference 3.
bp=.e~r mludes energy due to change in c~~sltim.
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TABLE 111. - THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE M ASSIG~ EXIT TEMPERA!J!URISFOR JF-4 FUEL WI!FE
SEVERAL FLUORIliE-OXYGJ!WKD2XE3S
LE4uilibrium. Ronitioadurinaimntrwio eJmnmiOnor .MF.1S1OIIf!m tier WOW. d SCUlb/w in..bm.]
(a)Percentflucd’.ineoxidant,O (100lwrarntwad













r - 1.0:Ofi- S.40S8pawat fuel- as.n
4000 1890.3 8078.7 94.649
36OO
-.33.98 1.l?le9 1.767e 997 0.00188 --—.-- -------—..
s76. a5 asso. s a5. .3i3 -.33ss i.ia7a 1.8470 9az .00179 a.sia 0.180
134.89
31.4
3aoo a14a.8 a6. s47 -.3397 1.1158 L.a9io 843
aeoo as. a97
1.449 1.053 183.9
1?49.4 a7 .769 -.s307 1.1087 z.ea9a 763
a400
:Z:;:z
a. 497 Issa. fi
S. 146 1.493 a60.9
e9. i39 -.a.s70 i. 099a 1.5619 fiao .ootia 30. s70 i. 833 3ao.3




1718.2 a.~fi; 396. o
r . 1.2;0/9 . 2.ss9;prolnt fuel- 2s.07




.— ----- —-- .—-.
a4.09s -.3a06
138.33
L.i30a 1. ’s191 907
3aoo
1.6a6 O.afim 48.3
a4a 9.9 a5. o17 -.3139 i.ieoa 1.7666 831 :00156
aaoo a5 .883 aio4. o a6. oa6 -.a 687 1.1150
1.439 1.0s0 i89. a
1.4847 7s3
a400 4.86a 1764.7
.0 QI19 4.s45 6..46a a63.4
06.866 -.la90 z.13a4 .8586 675 .00064 17.934 1.746 314. s
aooo l:;;: 1634.3 a7. t50 -.0160 ~.iaao .49a9 697 .00035
L600 i35a.3 a7. i03 -.0009
66. aa3 1.916 344.9
1.1995 440s 614 oooa7 167. S9 a. 038 367.1
1;;0 1177.6 a7. za4 -.0000 :4373
:::; 1044. s
z.aoo7 4ai looo aa 664.14 a.zso 3a7.3
s7. ia4 -.0000 i.t9a4 .4530 34a .0003.9 a767.3 a.a3i 401,9
r - 1.?.;0/F- 2.8185Pelwlat rue1 - 27.s4
4000 1707.0 34sa.6 aa .646 -.3015 1.1439 1.7130 974 0.00177 ------—- ------
3600 57s .52 3063.0
-— ----
a3 .379 -. S006 1.1ss7 1.6977 901 .oo16a a.45i 0.L71
3aoo
3i. a






a400 20.305 1.64S Z99.6
aooo a.s43 163a.7 as .617” -.0097 1.19s9 464U 599 a6 .609 1.s06 3a8.7
1600 .676 1640.3 a5 .637 -.0007 i.ao75 :::;; 611 ::::::
aaoo .la7 1467.8





oooa3 a6i. al a.os3 373.9
as .63a -.0000 i.~90a 14a49 343 ;oooao iL54. i a.~4i 3a9.8
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aooo
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6.ai7 1.539 aaa.4
60z .00035 i4 ,567 1.703 3ia.4
1600 1.4a5 1930.8 a4 .31a -.0005 1.a154 .4617” 517 .000a9
laoo .a79 1748.5 a4.3i3 -.0000
900
1.ai04 .470a oooa4
~::.;:l 1.839 >37. s
4a3
.050 1599.7 a4.3t3 -.0000
1.965 360.6
1.1917 .50aa” 34s :oooal 551:39 a. 089 377a
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1.i84a. 893 0.00116 -------- ._.—
az .663 -.1407 1.i6i3
-----
6a3
aeoo zza .090 3089.4
1.001 0.689 iaf i.?
ai .956 -.0707 1.1804 :;z:l 753 ;Zt;:!
a400
1.608 1.090 aoo. fi
44.037 0886.5 aa. ao4 -.oa3a i.ao6a .5547 6s.0 ,00045
aooo
a.aa.7 1.337 *4S.9
L5.6a9 a65a. a aa. isi -.0043 2.aa46 .4936 603 .00037 5.ea3 z.5al a79. a
1000 8.837 a555.1 S.O.157 -.0014 1.8Z94 .4eea 56a
1600 4.710
S. 004 1.601 a94.5




:i:;;; i4. oaa 1.676 308.3
aa. z60 -.0001
1800 1.005
2.aa97 ,oooa8 a3 .985 t. 74a 3al. s
Lla66.7 aa .160 -.0000 i.2a36 ;4907 4a6
1000 .36a
45.46a i.aia 334.4
a166.4 aa. z60 -.0000 i.alo4 .5159 374 :::;:: Iol. ae 1.887 347a
r - 1..SJ0/’s. l.s.m,perC9ntfuel- W.59
3660 14i3 s 41ma s i9. a90 .-.1437 i l’74a o 04 89 0 00096
3aoo 593: aa 3035:0
........- ------- -— ---
ao. i70 -.0941 1:1047 :;:64 sai :00076
aaoo
4.333 0.097 17.7
a4s .81 3576 ..7 *0.367 -.0468 i.ao33 754
a400 loo. oa 3349a
1.059






3z4a.3 ao .479 -.0031
1.6a6 1.139 ao6.5
1.2407 .5036 606 .00038 a. 993 1.359 946.3
1600 la .164 a944.6 ao.4as -.000a 1.a466 4906 sa~
taoo a.aos
6.685 1.539 a79. o







i,a131 .561T 350 .000a4 64. ZII 1.a19 3a9.7
r - S.ojO/p . 1.1S4Jp6mentfuel- 46.6S
iaoo aa3. io 5274a lS .429 -.0564 a93a 0.650a 567 0 00
1600 506. a6 516a.9
—-— s —— .— ---
15.5a7 -.0735 ;; 2707 73a4. .ss: :00:::
i400
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T~E III. - Contino6d. TFMR5TICAL 32RFORH2NC2 AT A2SIOI03D EXCT TEW2RATOPJ?S FOR JP-4 5U2L W3TH 2EV2R2L FLoormm-omlml MIrToREs
mq.ilibrium canpoaition durlns inentropia e~mim cm ompmnsion from chmmber premure of 600 lb/nq 1.. abs. ]













Statio anthalpy, Molaoular Partial IBen-
P1.eyure, h,
aoeoirlo ~; Tharmu
Weia:t, deriva- tropio heat, CWnduo.
Oal/E tlve,
lb/~~ein.
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IT6BM ~1 . - 2mt1me0 . TE202EICAL 22mW6M2c2AT M2Muao KIITfmmWm=W mJ2-4?om uImIa292nN, mmmm-mmml Km.13HE2
[k@11briu9 c.ctipcdticm during ieantropie lqmmicm cm ammlm m e.bmber prbmura of Mm lb/sq in.. ah J
(.) Percmt fluorine in cd6ant by w.laht, 30
Tm- W,atio mtkflm Mole.mlar Partial Imm. memo absO- Tmmne.1 $.ma
obra- PyU.e, W:igy, &i+.- *CQ1C IMat, lute
mFJ2t apaoifl.




















r- 1.LZIO - @.i3’/4jpemont fuel - 27.98
4(100 1077,2 3663.?. 80.5SV
3600
- .2537 1.1649 1.3704 liln 0.001b7 —-------- -.-—-- ----—-
4aa, a3 3Ya3.5 S1. O.36 -.38s7 1 .1607
3800 154.3?
1 m;: 1::; .00138 1.047 0,531 103.1
3004 .4 al .555 -.16t5 1.1665
2000
.Oolo’a 1.311 1 .008 196.0
56.073 a770 .fi al. Qo4 -.odlv 1.18Q7 .0895
a400
861 .00069 a.405 .l. aas a49.5
aa .071 ason .3 2’2 .076 - .oa.4e 1 .aa37 .5 Z334 773
200+ . 0.+39 am 13rox 2a:. i30 - .-00.30- ,..a,.g d ,-
.p,O.0,49 ,,,.4,.bo3, 1,.,47JI a8.5 .6 n
.4549 -g:”:::
1600 1 2.818 2, ’1!.7 *2.139 - .ooi34 I .abo~
‘:;:;;; ,2:,.$:5 11.61a 323a
.435P
1800
.699 t967”. ~ aa .140 - .0000 1 .25’25
1 .73s 336.9
.43ui3 470 .00026 57 :?0
900 .166 1f173.7 aa .140 - .000a 1.2434
1.845 3S8 .6
.45nn 379
.000?2 174.0 1.9a7 374 .5
r - 1.8; o,* - 2.2a6; mmmt mel - 30.U
618.64 3713.3 Iq .939 -.1669 1 .1?97
?60. R6
0 .99V3 10a5 0.00115 .—- .-— ------ ------- ,
3423.2 zo. a70 -.112* 1 .1Q05
109.79
.8043 Wz .00087 1.043 o.B07 165.8 ,
3170.2 30.407 - .05’74 I .ala9 ;:;:: .00065 1.5sa 1.114 a16,2
46.722 2gb 3.4 ZO.61fl - .0199 1.a415 771 .00049
10.659 a76j .0 ao .650 - .0078 I .a64a
a.044 1 .321 255.5
.4644 679 .Oooao 4.870 1.4.91 28.5 .2
6.537 25 BO. O ao .657 - .000~ I .a750 .4462 57Q .00033
1 ,797 a402. O il13.657 .0000 1.a743
10.10 1.610 31a.5
.4470 471 .000?7 a6. E4 1.?41 336 .4 4
..444 2P65. P 20.661 - .13043 1 .2609 .4b97 381 .000a2 7* .54 1 .830 353.5
r - 2.0; C@ - 2.oEaj Pmnt fuel - 32.89
18.916 -.lavl 1 .1976 O:;;;; 1;:: O:::::;
lq.157
--..------ ----- ----—..-
-.0860 .1 .2003 1 .067 0 .bal 99.1
lQ.3aa .0445 1.2301 .6096 USC. .0,0003 1.140 0 .928 176.4
7.a ,407
.0157 1.a561 .5203 769 .00050
19.435
1 .73e 1.176 aa 3.5
19.440
- ::g:;
; ;:::: / ::::2
::; +::;: 2.901 1 ..901 ak.e.a
19.440
b.1371 1.516 ,au O.a
.0001 1 .Zvafi .4517 472 .00027




19.4n4 .050s 1 .2461
1 .719 326.7
.b8Z0 >e2 .00027 37.89 1 .752 33,3.1 ,
, 1 I
f6TW6 111. - !kmtInwd. TPX0R3TIC4L P2R?ORU6MCEAT A391WE.QEXIT ~AWRE3 K6i J?-4 KfEL W3T319E9E46L ?UJ0213K-OWO~ ~
[EQuilibrlm .Vitim durma Imnu.c.pla caqnnsim co.ocqmsdm rrm chmam. premmw er em 1%0 in. abs.]
(d] Peraent nuorma in ozidsnt bl ueieht, E-5
I I I I
. - la?, [
4400 1100.3 3oq3.. a al .670 - .e974
4000 491.54 e75a .* as.29n
- .>081
3600 157. bb a40a .i a3. oae -.703d
Teoo 48,190 ao4a. b 25.855 - .2960
2000 Io. >ev Iaua .b 24 .743 - ,a571
Z400 a.a56 1366 .7 a3 .533 -.la14
2000 .69n 1167.6 Za.’t’lo - .0100
1600 .a30 llJ13. b 3> .777 - .0005
r . 1.4; (
::.I; 1130.7 33.73.7 uo. naq . .2030
47 FJ.76 5035.0 al .461 -.2028
1600 177. Q1 a6q1 .I 2a ,101 - .*7ea
~aoo 57 .194 al bo.9 2ia .700 - .234’+
aeoo t7 .485 eo44 .7 i?s .369 - .13*Q
a409 6.150 1.914. i3 a7 .665 -.03.9a
auoo 2.>67 16-0 .n ‘a> .742 - .006U
1600 .H?t 1479. Q %$.75? - .0004
























tQ .647 - .000.2
19 ,67b - .009?
ao .025 -..15T
( I I . I 1 I
z . 8.8%, 11.,.,nt ikl . eO.c6
mlm!b~
? . 3.433} pmmnt rml . 92,62
mB-M~ n
Bi!tRIIlm@
) - 2..3aljPBrumt IIMl - 27.51
m-~ E ‘!!
- a..sas; psmmt rnel - r.9.4a
% ,flOAn n.94ei 1rna9 0,00132! ---------- --—--- --------
I .ao70 .033R 11s9
i .alqo
.00110 1,Z33 0.40> tlo.>
.70!44 1047 .00080 3 .U?>
1 .a407 .5874 950
.Bb7 171,0
.00008 1 .D>b 1.117 9aa.9
1 .a711 .4941 849 ::$::; a.433 1 .303 at.o .0
l.aenl .44a4 743 4.107 1 .449 F!t!9.1
1. SIES .61’96 630 .000S4 7.956 1 ,b?$ 313.9




1 .7s90 4 ia .0007I3 50,05 j .’780 355a
ii?
,,
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TABLS III. - Cont~ri<ed. TH20h’STICtiPERFOWCE AT ASSILWSDEXIT TSMP~’fUR2S FOR JP-4 FUEL WITH SSVSRALFIJUORINE-~G3X Mx’fusm”
[Equilibrium compoeltion during ieentroPlo exWm3ifm or coe!prassim frc% Ch@Mr pressure of 6cN lb/eq in. lbe..] ..:.


















Moleaul.ar Partial B entroplo Speoific cclafff-
sture, pre~ure, weight, derlva-
9!, C&g
% lb/eq in.abe



















































































































































































::::;? 1.090 .s58 %sO. s
1.720 1.154 24a.3








1172 .0007i 3.901 1.4a9 soo. a
lilo .00059 4.936 1.4.99 312.6
1;:; .0005B 6.298 i. 540 32S.4
6.i.06 i. 593 334.5























3 .829j percent ~el =
.,
8ii a8. le4 i. 764 370.6
735 :::::7 52. i45 1..83i 384.6
668 8L .850 i. .976 393.9
600 :tzz:t za4.9z 2.913 401.7



























1446 i.lio .877 285.8
1340 .00145 i. 796 1.i?2 a48. i
22a7 .ooioa 3.a79 1.380 a92.2
4800 iioi. a 3445.9 ao .544 -.a878 i. 1734












a467.3 2a .070 -.1066 1.1690
3200 36.4a4
197aa
2194.0 2a .464 -.ii30 i. 1869 .7a09
li68 .00083 4.4a6 1.4s9 309. i
iio7 .: :::: S. 876 z.5a6 3a 3.1
io43 7.693 i. 58a 335.0
976 :00058 10.409 1.637 346.7
907 .00049 i4 .405 1.689 357.7
839 .0004i 19.775 1.735 367.4
77i .00036 27.298 i. 776 s76.1
701 .0003a 3S .686 1.8i4 384.3












1885.0 aa.74z -.03il 1.2551
7.i40 1793.5 Ea.8i4 -.0440
4.570 i704.3
z.a437 :::;+
22.884 -.0238 i. 2662 .4354
aooo 2.943 16a4. i 22.9i5 -.0071
;:::
i.a956 .3860








.9 aa .926 -.0006 i. 3455 .s38i
i4>7 o.cioaso --— --—- ——-
%396 i. 046 0.804 168.7
13a9 ::::!+ i. 695 i.i43 a39.7
zs4a .00i06 3.i91 1.37i 287.6







w 997 9.99a i. 635 34s.0;:: :::::; 17.84i i.7a8 36a.5:;; 34.879 i.81i 3? 9.8::::;: 79.8S9 1.806 39s.7. oooa9 i9a.7s 1.943 407.5





















TABI.2III. - Ccmcluded . T2SORSTICALP~CE AT ASSIGNED2XST T2HP2RA’MRE.S
POR JP-4 FUEL WITH SS’VERU PLUORIUE-0XYO!6NM=PU6XS
[Squlllbrlu!nccmpositlcm during isentropia ion or oanpressicm Pr09
oiwnber kmeam.ms 05?SKI
(f) Percent fluorine in tida.t, 100 (zero percent oxygen)
4400 ~1384.1 3325.4 26.007 -0.2292
588.28
1.1879 1.1023 1246 o.cm14s —--— -——
3a54.5 26.647 -.2657 1.1562
3600 199.28
1.3832 1.I.39 .00168 3.275 0.127 =
2763.4 27.567 -.3562 1.1397 1.8716 1022 .002x 1.165 .61.5




.oo212 1.677 I.134 202.4









.00243 11.366 1.658 286.1
1607.5 32.330 -.4056 1.oe45 5.0752 740
2200 .no
.00233 1.15.02 1-9s2 355.6
1390.4 33.489 -.4053 1.0657 2.5735 695 .m184 453.39 2.?.35 381.2
r-2 .0; o/’P- 4.041; p%runt fuel - 18.84
44m 9m.s5 S612.2 26.264 -0.I.341 1.LU55 1.3451. 1229 0.00177 ------ -—
364.23 3302.4 26.3SS -.1179 1.I.322 1.0463 12z? .cd139
3600 142.E2
1.002 0.625





1.1320 1.1697 1075 .00I.36 2.713 1.315
2420.0 26-321 -.3149 1.1OO1 2.1262 1W9 .m2.23
2400 .881
9.8s3 1.623
20@3.6 29.846 -.3452 1.0948 2.09S0 924 .03m2 71.694 1.624
.068 1634.7 31.452 -.1936 1.1141 .9891 785 .00084 658.56 2.152












































T4400 1514.7540.223600 194.123203 69.3022s00 23.916
M
,— ..–





J..1OS7 1.4949 1965 .oo313
34X.2 2:%
1.037 0.76S
-.1568 l.rz?l 1.1543 2006 .m2S
3102.4 25.s52 -.0863
1.955 1.I.81
1.1463 .7s88 1906 .00169
287s.3 25.994 -.07ss
4.345 1.452
1.1637 .6&30 1205 .G3140 6.382 1.547





1.1333 .6382 1437 .00148
2444.2
30.344 1.621.
27.069 --1019 1.1484 .7E53 Km .00107 5%.673 1.206
2331.9 27.245 -.0394 1.1779 .5285 1194 .00074 106.56 1.973
r-3 .0; o/P - 2.6S4; peruent fuel - 27.07
4295.2 24.253 -0.1762 1.1026
3691.4
1.7742 19S8 0.W373 --—--- —
24.667 -.1922 1.1068 1.5507 215rJ .m3s
3517.5
1.026 0.766
25.1S4 -.1814 1.1177 1.2603 2207 .w3m
3166.2 25.666 -.1350
1.9R 1.195
1.131s .9403 2120 4;802 1.477
2919.6 26.m4 -.0612 1.1610 .6397 1915 :% 11.721 1.673
2705.1 26.186 -.0566 1.1731 .5697 1643 .0m12 27.216 1.814
2=U3.; 26.403 ~:~ 1.1861 .4797 1359 .00078 73.s23 1.9U
26.436 1.2231 .U25 1o22 .mo55 202.29 2.041
7 ?-3.5; o/l?- 2.308; peroent fuel - 30.22
4667.6 23.531 -0.1742 1.106s 1-6970 2327 0.oo419 —----- ——
4271.6 23.945 -.1667 J.-ll64 1-4333 2477 .00361
3917.5
1.CQ3 0.616
24.400 -.1647 1.1306 1.1139 2443 .002s7
3615.2 24.810 -.1172
1.554 1.06Q








1.1739 .5975 1649 .m129 10.862 1.65c2
3X54.8 25.305 -.0302 1.1834 .5442 Ino .Cmlo 16.572 1.725
2937.8 25.382 -.0272 1.m30 .4715 1432 .oxks2 40.271 l-am.
2757.9 25.396 -.om6 1.2M4 .4355 1152 .~ 109.s 1.959
‘r- 4.0; Ofi - 2.021; percent fiel - 33.10
!5a47.2 22.937 -0.1618 1.1143 1.52s9 25s6
4674.9
o.a1421 —— -—
23.302 -.16= 1.1278 1.2577 2639 .00360 1.525 0.290
4345.9 23.668 -.1435 1.1420 1.mso 251.3 .00260
4054.4 24.044 -.1027 1-1533 .6294 2276 .00Z2 2:% 1:%8
3792.3 24.335 -.0703 1.1640 .6801 2@)9 .00156 4.572 1.464
3566.5 24.522 -.0317
3351.2
1.1798 .5736 1732 .Mn.l? 10.497 1.640
24.601 -.0277 1.1965 .4964 1453 .mc!47
3162.0
25.774 1.762
24.61.8 -.cD37 1.2146 .4576 1171 .mo65 n.u39 1.801
.L ---— ----
r - 5.0: O/F - 1.617: wment ruel - 3U.=
., .-







1.1499 .9417 2576 .oo2n
174.ls 4621.1 22.689
1.U6 0.452
-.0923 1.1.558 .6235 2323 .CKJ216 1.236 .965





-.0265 1.1760 .6056 1772 .00126
6.162
5.079 1.4sm
4082.3 23.335 -.0063 1.1229 .5544 1491 .Cao96
1600
12.357 1.666
1.622 3677.6 23.349 -.CCX16 1.2074 .4961 1206 .00073
1200
34.657 1.612
















































TABIE Iv.- THEORETICAZ PERFORMANCE AT ASSIGNEO EKHSUITE RATIGS I’!ROM 1 TO 8 FOR LIP-4FUEL
WD!H SEVX.RALFLUOEINE-OXIUEN ~
[E4u%libriumComposition durina ls.ntroplo ewanBian frcm ‘JImabarpr.BBure of 9Ul lb/8qin. abs.]
(a) Far.ent n.ori..1. &tit, O (100H-sent OTV.)m








1..000 600.00 36aa o.04aa a90i. i a4 .03 -.3ao L.lsl a.eze -—--
i.oao 5a8. a4 368a
-— .-—
04ai aa95. a a4 .05
1.040 s76 .9a 3616
-.3ai 1.131 z.e2a 3.a4s 0.00i6
:0420 ae89.4 a4 .06 -.3ao I.l Ji i.az9 a. 347 .0016
i,aoo 500.00 3571 .0413 aa47. o a4. a6 -.3ai 1.129 l.eao 1.s41 .0009





.535 T—-0.0140 -=3a. o::;:: 68.6.0137 96.4
Ww
11.000 600.00a.oao s8e.a41.040 576.9ai.aoo 500.00Z.4S7 4L1.91%.74e 343.a7a.ia6 a74.6i2:::8 ‘?!:::




3s93 0343 3073.4 a3.oi
33ai
-.a5e 1.136 1.433 1.000 -.0000
:03a6 3008.9 a3.i3
.656 .oiaa iao.4






-.aia 1.137 l::;; :.;4a -.:043 1.016
.Oaoo a664.0 a3.77 -.& 61 1.143
.OLA1 16.5
-. .aao . aa
. - 1.6jo~ . 0.127,pal.mntqm - 31.90
3436 o.oa90 3551.6 ai.4~ -. Lao 1.166 i.oe9 —- — --—---- -.— .
34aa oaea 3545.3 ai .4a
s4ao
-.179 1.166 1.004 3,.a75 0.:::; O;n: o.oloa
1oae6 3639a ai .4a
83.4
-.179 1.3.56 1.079 a. 36a
3364 0Z71 s494. a ai ,49
.010s S*. S
-.169 1.157 1.044 i.a49
3288 :0a58 34s4.7 al .57 -.157 1.159
:ooa4 .384 .0099 ?0.7










ila46 .o~a4 3667.0 ao .30 -.06a L. 196
aa45
69S 1.000 -.0000 .676
.0096 3603. S ao .34 -.oza l.aoi
.0055 19a.5
a67e
:660 1.031 -.0013 .790
.004a ;::7. s :0:4; -.028 ::ai5
.0051 i43. a
,;e; ;. :04 -,0044 3..019 .0040 184.7
. -
. .
r - 3.0;0/F - 1.154JFrwnt ~,$ . 66.as
D.0a64 6100.4 15.49 -.060 i.ae8 0.701 ——--- —---- ---------------- -—
.0867 61a4. a 15. s0 -.061 1.2s5
0071 5180.1 15.50 -.063 i.aa4
705 3.5.91 -.0053 0:;:; 0 :::::
. :709 a. 44a -.0049
19.1
oa9s 6160.4 15.53 -.075 1.878
Z6.9
.741 1.a76 -.0036
:0334 5105.4 15.59 -.096 1.z67 .ao7 1.0s1 -.0016
.S96 .006B 57.5
.665 .0074 86. o
0366 5070.6 lS .65 -.115 i.a57 er4 1.000 -.0001
:0397 5oa9.7 18.78 -.141 i.a43
.697 .0079 Ioi. a
:973 1.030 .0017 .809
0475 4932.4 15.97
.ooae 117.6
-.aio i.aio 1.341 i.z94
:047a 4ea6.7 16.33 -.
004s 2.007 .oo9e 149.a












TABLE Iv. - cO~kaOa. TEEOE=ICAL PE@OHWTCE AT MSIGKEO =S~ RATI@ FROM 1 ‘IU8 FOR
JP-4FuELwrmsEmmAL FLUOR~-OXYGEN ~
[kluilibritu.ccum.itlm duhz Smtrari. .xwndm ?rm chmbar ~num of 800 lb/aq h. ah.]
(b) Pu.ent fluorine in oxidantby..lsht,70.37
r - 1.0:O/F- 5.7458
1.000 600.00 4007 0.03s1 a5s8. o a2. s4 -.189
1.080 S88 .24 3996 0s49 a5a4.9 aa. as --1s9
1.040 5’16 .9a 3986 :0348 a578. o a8 .86 -.190
l.aoo 800.00 S90S 0337 85a7.6 aa. ss -.187







1.460 11600.00 4464508. a4 4454576.92 4444500.00 4S7a411. oz 4a75

















T1.000 600.00i.oao s88. a41.040 576.9Zi.aoo SO O.001.467 408.971.761 340. aia.aoi a7a.6s4.000 150.008.000 76.00
pu..a..tfuel - 14.e3
L. 196 0.869 ---—— —-- — ——
L.L96 .e6a 3.310 O::::; o: *g; 0.0130
1.196
84a
.a67 a. 39a .0130 34.9
1.195 .86a 1.2s8 .0017
1.19s
.s88 oiae 74.0
ass 1.0s4 .0008 .S60 :018s IZ08. O
1.160 i.a~9 1.000 -.0000 .667 .0146 140.0
1.167 1.f70 1.03Z -.001s .78a .014Z 164.8
1.160 1.047 1.3aa -.oosa 1.018 .Olsz ais.9
1.178 ..s50 a.oos -.0111 z.a ia .oi ia a55.7
~emt I’uel- ZQ.71
1.169 1.357 —-—- —— . . .
1.160 i. 354 3.aa3 o.ooa7 o.i aa 0.0156 a7. o
1.168 x.s5a a. 374 .0029 .180 .0i5S 3a. o
1.16? 1.3s1 L.a5i .0019 :3’g: .015s 81.6
L. 166 i.3oa 1.035 .0009 .01s0 116.6
30s7.9 ai .3a -.a48 1.169 l.a ia 1.000 -.0000 .666
a973.4 ZI .45 -.a36 1.166 L.~a7 1.03a -.0018 .781
a7s7.7 a~.77 -.ao4 1.166 1.1’23 1.335 -.0064 L. 018
a530. o za .07 -. Isa i-i58 .97a a.os4 -.0111 l.aao .0109
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TABm v.- TEEOREI!ICAL~ AT ASSIGNED PRE8SURE RATIOS FOR JP-4 FUEL WITH SEVERAL
muoRRm-ox!mENmxL’ums



































































































a996 0.03cII aa9i. a
a900 .oa79 Z199. Q




asao .0 43 18s5. s
a467 i.0 14 i8i4. a
3367 .0064 1741.6
aa91 .0040 i69a. a







10 60.00 a843 o.o17a
15 40.00 aT13 .01a6
ao 30.00 a6ia .0091
30 ao. oo 8479 .ooa7
40 26.00 a37a -.00a3
60 10.00 2as4 -.0070
7.50 ai33 -.0091
i:: 6.OO aoss -.0101
150 4.00 i9 ia -.oiia
Soo 3.00 1834 -.ol’a?
300 a.00 1699 -.01S0
400 1.S0 161S -.01S6
600 L.00 1503 -.oxaa
800 .7s t4aa -.ota9






































a7 .3a -.356 1.109
a7 .57 -.3s4 1.107
a7. a4 -.3a9 1.105
aa .03 -.3a6 2.104




a9 :03 -.a9a i.oss
a6. s3 -.197 l.lao
a6 .67 -.i7a i.ia4
a6 .76 -.1s3 1.ia7
a6 .91 ‘.116 1.137
a6 .99 -.oa9 1.147
a6 .46 ‘.077 1.1s7
as .51 ‘.o S6 1.165
a5 .64 ‘.04S 1.i7a
a5 .59 -.oa4 1.ta4
a5 .61 -.014 z.i9a
a4. a6 -.oaa 1.195
a4. aa -.014 1.199
a4. a9 -.009 1.Q04














































































9.S6 ‘.0i4S 1.63 .oloa a93.6
za. os ‘.0164 1.67 .oo9a 301.6
14.39 -.olaa 1.707 .0096 307. s
19.93 ‘. Oa10 1.76 0090 3Z7.6
as. za -.oa60 1.80 :ooa6 3a 4.3
34.74 -,oa98 1.8s
43.70 -.0333 z.sa
60. a9 -.037a t.9a4
75.7a -.0383 1.9s
90.36 -.0391 1.973
,a4.6a -.0391 a.ooa J-.0079 333a.0076 339. o.006S S46.0063 3S1. !:0060 3sa.400S4 361. ?










6a. a3 - 03a9
aa. oo - 03a7

















1.430 .oioa a60. s




1.69 .0076 309. S
1.7s .oo6a 31a.9
1.7e .0063 3as. a
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TABLE v. - Continued. TBEORFWICAZ PERI’0RMAN3EAT ASSIGRED mSIJRl RATI(X FOR JP-4 Fm
WITH ~ FLUORINE-OXYGEN ~














.103J$aroent fuel - 24.s6
- .3a3 1.130 1.779
- .3s5 1.1s8 1 .780 : :;:: 0.0017 0 m: 0:::::
- .sa4 1.134 % .7B8 ,0006
-.385 1.133 1 .790 1 .000 .0000 .65S




1 .000 600.00 3735 0.0439 as6a.3
1 .040 6?6 .9k? 37al .0437 aD7s.9
s.44a 416.14 3613 .04a0 a774 .7
i .730 346.79 35ss .0410 8719.9
2.163 a77. d3 34aa .0399 a6a 4.6
10.000 60 .00 3083 .0316 2a4’i. a
Po .000 ’50.00 z094
ao .414
.0a77 20#4. t
?9 .39 a5a9 .0a?6 E079 .6
:: mm: 1s .00 a?las .Oa Y1 19sa.5

































6 .00 asaa .OIYE 1746.6
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TEWRETIC!AL HWtiRMMCE AT ASSIGNZD E’KBSUKE RATIOS FOR J=4 FUEL
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m v. Concluded. TREO-ICmj -ORW+IWE AT ASSI- =SUFUI RATIOS FUR
WITH S13VJIML FIU)R~-OXMZZH MXNR.ES
[Equilibriumaomposltlonduring Iserkwpie expansion from ohamber pressure
of 800 lb/sq In. abs .]
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-.---——






















.04134a .02065 00303 ———
.06Z46 .04055 .oao46 .00607 :00056 —-. —---
r - 1.2xOfP - 2.836zvmemt fuel- 26.07
4000 i b36a E
. .
S600 3800 aaoo a400 aooo
o.2ai6s O.a 6076 o.a 330a o.ao6a4 0.19393
.16805 a5a64
03067 ::::3: :01406 :::::: ::;:;:

















:04900 .om739 .oosea ::::::
r - 1.s;0/3 - z.am’ percentfuel. a7.64
T, % 4000 b36ia 36OO 3aoo aaoo a400 aooo 1600 laoo 900









:::::2 ::::% -:.=-:2 —-—
.0768a .07s74 ::%2 .oaa66 .10909 .1s109 .ai55i




.06119 .06060 :::::: :01936
r - 1.4; O/p = Z.43M Pm
T, % 3600 %576 3aoo aaoo a400







.loa47 .09966 .10074 :::::2
~o I .??$221.S+a?%t .?+9?s1 .sss151.?995s .34157 .a77z4
:;::% :::3:: --”2a29- —-
00001 ——— —-—-
:::::: :00045 .00001 -------—-
)mltn!ml= 29.16
aooo 1600 Iaoo 900





.ia157 .14436 .190a3 .a599e
“ .ULL03 .::; :: .00335 .0
~ .00711 .0
:::;% :049as .03064 . oia90~ .ooaa4 I .000
r - I.a; 0/3 - 2.127J percent Puel
T, % 3600 ‘3436 3aoo aaoo a400 aoo









.ls 46a :156al ::::;: ::;2:: .187s5 .=2.034
>0 I .Z~S~~l.?19?:1-?::~~l.37047 .37a43 37018 .34aa4 .30a43 .a3a6a
-0133 .00011 2— .— —— ——-
,oiaa .00015 -——— —— -- —— --
)a5 .00001 --—-——- ——— --
- 31.9a
)0 I 2.600 I 1200 I I





.::; :: ooooa -—--—-- ----— ——
:~;%;; ::::::







r - 1.8; on - 1.891; Pa-t fuel - 34.59






:00009 :;::;: -— -—-
% 00084 .000Z5 .000Z5
m :51805 .ooa57
00004 —— .—— ——-
.00a47 :ooa73 .000s1 .00004 -----------
r - 3.0; 0/3- 1.134;pement nul - 4a.6a







XAR4I’m -i—o; -a. 0.00i30 0.00ZL3 o.os6a4 0.14454














w .ooa79 1005 aa .00695 ::::;: ::2:::
%01. Praotlmm VW. c-ted rer all 19 m.tbatance..xnmidered in tbiareportbutaremitte6if1.s.than5X3.04.%.niwmtirnteapmatmre.
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TABLE VI. - Continued. EQUIZIBHIIJM COMBXITIC)If OF MDUC!I?S OF RIMC?l?IOIVM ASSIGNED ~
FOR LIT-4 FUEL Kt!l!H~ F~-0~~ ~
.
,
[Im.tr.pio expansionor .a6pre8.Lm fra c.cmmettcmc~r pressureof 60J lb/mq in. lbs.]
(b) Percent fluorine in oxidantby weight, 15
Mole fraotionaat temperature T 1
r - 1.2; O/F - 3.106; percent ~el - 24.S6
1,‘K 4000
—. —., . .....
b3735 3600 ?m30 2800 2400 1600
co o ,2 F3715 0.27890 0 .27378 0 .a 5329 o.aa509 o. 1975a 0.18528 o.i7aa<
Coa .11183 .ia8.s7 .13896 .17545 .a2i aa
F
a6369 .294S3
.ooa78 .00196 .00161 .00079 .000a9 :00006 :3:::: .00000
H .04’218 .036 (70 ,03a84 .oa745 .01440
Ha ..35Qe3 .05647 .054s7 .04859
.00637 .00010
.04a66 .03991 :::::: .05e86
w .17386 .137?2! .17975 .1460b
y
.15257 .15790 .15986
.10942 .ai 795 .a2804 .a6046 .a9453 .3a 165 %W:~ .31440
,03630 .oaoa4 .02566
~
.01535 .00650 .00111 .00000
.04633 04321 .04102 .0315a .01729 .or1347 :00007 .00000




- 2.682; peroent fubl - 27.31

























.12279 .lafix7 .12756 .1322a
$0
.11604 .13799
.30272 .aa.41j .2 T102
.13~61
.Z 6033 .aa 307 .a9ak?6 ::i::?









.00780 .ooa16 .60017 :::::1
.0 b15Q .04755
:00000
.oa 95a .ota67 .oo27e :::::: .00000
r-l .8s 0,4 - 2.329;
‘,‘K
proent fiiel- 30.04”
3600 b3s83 3203 2600 2403 2W0 1600 1200 9W
~
o .Oonoo 0,00000 0 .00000 0.00000 0.00000
.380821 .380se
o :::::: O:;:::: o:~:::: o .00001
.37v3a .37518




.l10b9 13018 .16960 .aa 855
.00068 .0110i?6 .00006 .00001 :00000
.0411s ;::;::
.Oeooo .00000 .00000
H .02638 .01704 .oo4a6 ; .00075 .00005 .00000 .00000






.2! 326 :a1427 .23331 ,a 4468
.iaa29 ::::::
.24504





.00379 .on 143 .00026 .00002 .00000 :00000
.03059 .02Q?5 .olt.la ,00570 .Ilolli .00009 .00000
r- 1.8; 0/’3- 2.071; percent fuel - 32.57
% Mm b3sm 32W 2803 24m aom 3.600
‘c+ v .nonoo 0.000 00 0 0 Cl 0000 n o 0 @ o 0
a 416?1 ;41784 :4tn RR :41934 :416a13 :40809 :39166
% :0.47R0 .05020 .05a44 .05683 .06237 .07133
F .noo4a .0002”5 .00015 .00003 .00000 : “.00000
H
::::::
.07986 ..031?.6 .oa 396 .011U5 .00341 .OI- 1057 .00003
b lUO+IO .193’55 .lVC.9R .a 0548 .2143t
:10554
.aa 470
HF .10667 .10747 .10869 .ioQa8
y
.10940 :;; $:$
17 Q4CI .186LIU .~9fJ8a .19570
;oLlr!46
.IV 386 .18580
.Ol)j Yb .ono7i .00011 .00001
~
.00000 ::;:::
.00089 60051 .or)027 .00004 .00000
.n97t. l :0123!I .ons*a
.O nono .00000
.00264’ .00050 .onr)04 .00000
I.-2 .0; 0/% - 1.064;
,% 3200
Deraent fuel m 34.92
b3142 2800 2400 8W0 16CXl
% n .nonou O.uflooo o .00000 0.00000 0.00000
co
p .00000
.441A5 .44375 .44443 .44a3n .43637
1% .n 3952 .03? .=7 .07521 .03911) ,0457?





.n?r)~s .U1R95 .00924 .002?75 .noo45 .00003
* .25567 .25696 -.a64~R .a7~6a .a7Q62 .a9a58
.00772
y
.097e? .098S4 .09894 .09907





.00075 .Onoos’ .00000 .00000







































































- Continued. EQDIILCRRIUM COMPCS~IOK OF PRO- CIFBMC!!I?IOKNC MSIGRED ~
FOR JP-4 FUEL WITH FxvESAL P’ImRmE-oxmENMIxTLEm
Kmc?atroplc exrmaicm or ommresslm frcm c.nbustimclmub+ramemure of .920lb/aqin.aim.]
(.)2crc.ntfluorinew oxidantby weight,50



















It= .2a 079 .23499 .21770 .a 4442 .24893 ..2s 108




% .077;6 .:!3:; Z .:: ::: .00145 .00026 AVJVJ:; ::::::
5 .01477 .00523 .Ooooa
I r - 1.8; 0/2 . 2.228; mrmnt fuel - ZQ.41
L.wl S.KQ ] %sss I ,= 1 26XJ 2403 m lm
00000 n.000oo o .00000 0 .00000
.4079fl .40n26 .39624 .36369





.000AO .00009 .00001 .00000 :00000
n .nA 57A .04s07 .oa753 .01267 .Oosefl .00064 .00004
h .153Q0 .16415 .17171 .lb045 .18865 .19716
w .Z17Q2 .Zlelo .2> 252 .aasis .Z2647 .226e9
y
::;2:!
.ll Fl17 .%l Fi60 .12B24 .132n3
.oo?n&
.13175 .12565 1130s
.::::; .0~0u3 .00013 .Ooaol ,00000 :00000
-– 5flI170 .on i-124 .00004 .00000 .00000 .00000
:ljn7i7 I :002391 :00044 I .0 CIO031 .000001
1200 am










r - 2.0,‘W - 2.cL52,per.amtfuel - 52.62
T, % Sam kwm 3200 m 24m mm 1*
O+* Q.nonno 0.0000 0 0 II.00000 0.0000 n:q:c=:: 0.00000
co .tPvf.* .4251: :<:::0 .4zf15m .4279;
~








.04701 -:03? 1(, .02474 .01091 .00323 .000s2 .00003
* .?f~ol .a 2495 .23.9?7 .?3029 .24526 .2s 165 .26058
.?,,n.Tcl .::02?0 .2n 377 .20531 :::::: .20650
y .nnk.?o .vr.r55 .00!?3[, .0U214
.?0102
.08665 ::::::
.“0050 .P1-loa7 .00004 .Uoooo
~





.:,C51O .on Tdq .OO1OI7 .00019 .o~ooa .00000
%Ie frutiam wereocasuted fc+?all 19 cabmthmeaemsidmd 1
kdnsti. t5p+rdure.
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!C4BIEVI. - Continued. IEQUILIBRIUM CO~ITIOIT (X6PRODUCTS OF ~CTIOIV AT ASSIGNED ~
FOR JP-4 FUEL WITH SEVERAL FLUORIIE-OXYGER MXTURES
[Imantropia axpansl~ or .ompranlom frm oaib.atlcm chamber Prea.urn or 900 lb/aq in. alw.]
(d) Percent fluorine in .xMantbr weight,w
Kol*fraotimeattewratum 2
r . 1.2’ 0/3 - 5.992, percent fuel - 20.03
T, m 44C0 b4120 4CCJ0 Sam ?,200 22M
eo- 0 ;:;;:; o ;::;;; o :;;;:; o :;;:;; o.23a33
%
o.aou9”
i ;;;;; :-;: :;:;:
















.02671 .030L2 .0> 187 .03916 %;i %;;; ;::%! ;:::::
.06?!34
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.05424 .05041 .05640 :::?:2





.0a 32? .0135 .00041 .00001
r - 1.4;m . 3.421;per.sent I’11.l . Z!. @
T, % 4 b4~op 40C0 36m
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yo :: (1:::
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.00R9V .00209 .00177 .00080 .000a5 .00004




























































TABIE VI. - Continued. EQmUBRIUM COMPOSITION?OF FROIXJCTSOF REACTION AT ASSIGNED ~
mRJR4Fu ELnrcH ~ FLUORINE-OXYGEN ~
Bwn*oP%e UPUmlLm or 8W9S81CQ m otitia — presm. or 6Q3 l@l im. *.1
(e] timnt flucrlr.a 1. ozidmut bj WISH, 70.S7
mol. rracti+ at twmtwv T
r - 1, 0/? - 5.743Z percmt fuel - 14.63
T, % 4400 I b4007 4000 3600




..— — —— i0.0000LIO.000i8 10.000S6 10.0 S26910 .0657410.0 874S1
~ .00007 ::::;; .00005 .00004 .00004
:::?:$
0000s .Ooooi —— —---
.::3:: .oO1Oa .000al
h
.000oa :— —— —— —--
.400i8 .00018 .00004 —-— -— — — — —
w :434S6 .45135 .46%63 .46S31 .47665 .46660 .S0491 .ssa9a .6i765 .66011
w .::ml:~ .00009
0 w:
.000oa — .— .
:::::1
~
.02166 .00969 —:::::; -
:020s9 .0a04a .01984
.00004 — —
.01414 00077 .0001s .000oa -——
.0054a .00a94 .00a90 .00115 .000a9 .0000s -:-— . — —-—
F - 1.40s op. - 4.1.Oa;Wi’aer.tIm*l - 1s.s3
9, - 4S00 %464 4400 4060 3600 3s00 Ssoo a400 2000 iso 0 ~aoo
C$U) 0.00001 . — — — — — — -—— —--- —
.00001 — — — — — —— —— — ——- —
cr.
ca
— .— -—-— 0:::::: 0.01068







.00s4a .00937 .Ol.5a5 .01894 .00014
.la346
.03108





“::?:$ .01744 .00034 ——--— —— —-—— .—
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H
.06a8L .04781 .0449a .oa7s7 .0ia4i .’00313 .00030 .00001 — —— —
3
.00a7z .00BLS .00467 .001s7 .000ss
:::%:! .60784 .5i4a1




.00061 .000SL .00047 .00013 m::$ -- = ~ ~
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r - 1.60; w’? - 5.629, pertHit Ilml - ao.71
T, % 4600 ~4479 4400 4000 3600 saoo aeoo a400 aooo 1600 iaoo
_,= O.oolaz 0.00099 0.00093 0.00060 0.000as 0.00006 -——- — ~ — —Cw.s)
— _— - _ .—-— — — —
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.00001 .00001 .00001’ 1.00002 .0000a-4 .—- ::::% 4 ——-C&% .00001~a — .00046 .00139 0.00312 m.003z+a .oosa(:::::! .00115 .00145 .00L56.50754 .30907 :::::: . .oo09a .000oa —— —3*406 .3a985 .33S13 .ss499 .s3647 .53661 .S365;~ .::::: .00001 :::::: —— — —— — —.1007’7~ .069aa .044S3 .024%1 .0ta4s .00S77 .00001.000s2;::::: .00001 —.::; :; ——— —— — —--— — ——.05a77 .04080 .0aa8a .009S0 .00179 [ .0001S[ .000011 ‘-—i ———
~ .oi7a5 .0i4a3 .0 LS46 .00691 .00a6e
.5ia51 :::?::
.0005a .00003 .00001 ——— —
.5a049
y
.60085 .63aa9 .6 S044 .65675 .65979 .66010
::;;;: — — —-— — — — — — —
.660L,
w
.00003 .Ooooz — — — — — — — —
:U::i .00001 .00001 — — — — — — — —
77F- 0 I S400 i 3.000 I 1600 1 taoo t 900
, - 1.90; 0/9 - S.saa; Pm-eemt FM1 - ~, 7*
4400 %396 4000 S600 3aoo 860L
0.004XL 0.00409 0.00355 0.00078 0:::::: 0.00001 ——- — — —— —
-— — —— .0a433
.004a0 .00419





.00015 .00015 .00010 .00004
.0000L — -— — — —
:00001 --——- — —— — ——
.000oa .000oa .00001 — — —— — — — — —
.3:::: .00748 .009a3 .00484
.s0371 .31106
.000%0 — -— — — ——
.31387 ::!::: .31857 .31977 .3a0i4 .3aoa0 .saoio .S113
-— --- — — — — —
—— — — .00005 .0043’
.06758 .0a634JJ:;:;
.06986
.0z0a44:;:; .00a46 .00001 —- ———- .
.03458 .01055 .ooaas ::::::
.0aa55 .0201s




















_— — m .00004 —— —.14679 4:;::::: $:; .46S30.Ooooi .00007 .00 I.47
.
%Etumucum.tllm.
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.
TABLE VI. - Continued. EQUILIBRIUMCOhtPOSITIONOF PRODUCTSOF REACTIONAT A8SIGHED
TEMPERATUIU38FOR JP-4 FUBL WITH SEVKR4LFLUORIN6-OXYQENMIXTURES
~lsentroplc expansion or compression from combu6tlon ohember preeaure
Of 600 lbiaq III. aba .J
(f) Percent fluorine In oxidant, 10Q (zero percent oxygen)
—. -. —.














r - 1.0; oh - 8.
400+3 b3962 36(X3 32C0
0.00017 0.000150.00007 0.00002
.00477 .00453 .00277 .00138
.00441 .00430 .00321 .00202




























.43753A.06610.43286.00019.00157.02004.41625 .06582.42994.W018.CO148.mooo4.41810 .05629.35239.ouo03.00G43.00001.46419 ,-1 1
















T, ‘K 4400 ?4008 I 4000
C(gas) O.C@1230.0CQ49 0.00049
Qraphlte------- ------- -------
OF .01166 .00732 .00725
CF2 .00396 .00351 .00349
CFZ .00429 .00462 .CX)463









r = 2.O; O/F = 4.041;peroent
T, OK 4400 b~06 ~ 36CX) 3200 22m’ 2400 2000
C(gas) 0.00582 o.Cm377 0.00216 0.00051 0.00C-370.00001
3raphite
—---- -------
.03344 .05516 .07258 .09162 .10934
CF .01472
.163340.223310.24928
.01170 .0Q860 .00431 .00163 .mu .00006
CF2
-----—








.00022 .00034 .00132 .00789 .03016 .0591J. .06095
72F2 .15232 .14101 .13232 .12378 .11257 .0703s .02305 .00249






.03515 .02577 .01729 .00618 .00163-:6;;;; .00008 .00001
iz .00945 .00577 .00317 .00076 .00013
w
.00002--------------




r - 2.0; O/F = 2.887; percent Gel = 25.73
T, ‘K 4400 b4262 4000 3600 3200 3Cmo 2800 2400 2200 moo
;(gas} 0.00501 0.00392 0.002240.00067 0.000100.00003 0.oOoO1 ------- ------- -------
















.00004 .C#Cf5’ .ooCx19 .CKW38 .o@M4 .00001
.00002 .00002 ,oom2 .CKm)2 .00008 .00026 .00117 .00869 ,01253 .01452




.01253 .00520 .00178 .CF3038
.05296 .05140 .04616 .03803 .03533 .03079 .01522 .oo711










.56271 .59734 .61890 .63646 .64253 .64708 .65337 .65655-%iii
?401efraatlonswere computedfor all 19 eubstanceaconsideredin this report but are
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TA8LE VI. - Concluded. 2QUIIJRHIUMCOMPOSITIONOF PHOIXXTSOF HEACTION AT &MCGNED
TEKPERATOllE9FOH JP-4 FUEL WITH SEVERAL FLUORINE-OXYGENMIXTURES
lIsentroplcexpansionOr compresalonfran combustkm chamber preemm
of 600 lb/sq in. abs.?
(f) Concluded. Percent fluorine in oxidadt, 100 (zero percent o~gen)
Mole fractlonaat temperature T
.
r - 3.0: 0/% = 2.694: uercent fuel - 27.07
.,






































.01295 .00739 .00108 .00002
.IX)243 .CKlo19 .Ooofll—--—
.~68 .00004------- —---—
.64942 .65593 .65946 .66009


































































---1.02656 .02517.06231 .05545.04838 .04127.52718 .54061





























.00003 .ml —-—- H----------- ---0.36577 .36757 .36832-— ---- ------- ----------------------------- ------0.36847--------------








:ent fuel = 3S.22
.01852 .01310 .01245 .W635 .00232
.06476 .05526 .05409 .04144 .02733
.07256 .066CX3 .06564 .06576 .07054
.49349 .51067 .51240 .52696 .=681
r = 5.0; O/F - 1.617; per
TT, %4000C(gas) 0.00045(?raphite .37652CF .00043CF2 .00001!#2 .00156ITb3708 3600 32000.00016 0.00011 0.00001.36045 .36160 .36501.00016 .00010 .00002------ ------- ------.00053 .ooc34 .00005 ------- p–-— p----- y--- ,
CH4 .00005 .00003 .coO03 .00002 .ml .00001 .00001 .00001 .00001
.00310 .00248 .00069 .C0021 .00003 ------------- -------







.12317 .12595 .12743 .13394 .14027 .14460 .14646 .14686 .14686
.44949 .45133 .45673 .46030 .46232 .46311 .46327 .46329.44350
%01. fractlonawere cunputed for ell 19 substancesconsideredin this report but are
omitted If less than 5X10-6.
bCabuEtlm temperat~e. ‘
TABLE VII . - THEORETICAIJ
FOR JP-4 FUEL WITH
NACA RM
PERFORMANCE FOR EXPANSION TO 1 ATMOSPHERE
SEVERAL FLUORINE-O~GEN MINllJRES
[Combustion-chamber pressure, 600 lb/Bq In. abB. Equlllbrium cmnpos~tlon
during isentropic expanshn.]
Equlv- Fuel, Oxidant Combus - Exit tem- Charac- Coeffl- Area specif~(
alence percent to fuel tion tem- perature, teristfc clent of ratio, impulse,
m
by weight perature, T velocity, thrust, ses I,






































Percent fluorlne In oxidant by welgh$, 15
1.20 24.36 3.106 3735 2728 5947 1.564 6.993 289.0





2.329 3583 2097 6081 1.532
1.80
6.109 289.6
32.57 2.071 3391 1775 6022 1.514
2.00 34.92
5.742 283.4
1.864 3142 1515 5895 1.502 5.500 275.2
.—.-——
Percent fluorine In oxidant by weight, 30
1.20 22.56 3.432 3868 2789 6117 1.560 6.918 296.7
1.40 25.37 2.942 3836 2588 6215 1.552 6.636 299.9
1.60 27.98 2.574 3745 2227 6253 1.534
1,80
6.135
30.41 2.288 3586 1902
298.2
6216 1.516 5.745 292.9
2.00 32.69 2.’059 3369 1637 6115 1.503 5.474 285.6$
Percent fluorine In oxidant by weight, 50
1.20 20.03 3.992 4120 2890 6386 1.554 6.783 308.5
1.40 22.62 3.421 4100 2738 64?6 1.549 6.574 311.7
1.60 25.04 2.994 4030 2412 6519 1.534
1.80
6.127





29.46 2.395 3708 1825 6421 1.505 5.464 300.4
Percent fluorine in oxidant by weight, 70.37
14.83 5.743 4007 2452 6203 1.532
;:: 19.60 4.102
6.26 295.3
4464 2627 6757 1.533 6.01
20.71 3.829 4479 2758 6814
322.0
1.538 6.22 325.7
i:; 21.79 3.589 4396 2736 6749 1.544
2.5
6.30
30.33 2.297 3898 2168
323.8
6420 1.523 5.92 303.9
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220 rstOichi~ettic I-RtiO I
20 24 28 32 36
Fuel in propellant,percentby weight
I I I I I I I I I I I I 1
4.0 3.0 2.0 1.5
Oxidant-to-fuelratio,O/F
(a)Percentfluorinein oxidant,O (100percentoxygen).
Exponent nl for uae b equation I = ~(P=/600)nI .
Figure1. - !l!koreticalspecificimpulseof JP-4 fuel with
severalfluorlne-oxygenmixtures. EquilibriumCOIU@Si-
tion duringisentropic~ion from combustion-clmnber
pressureof 600 poundsper squareinch absoluteto pres-
sureratioindicated.
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26 28 3C. 32 34 36
Fuel in propellant, percent by weight
I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I
3.0 2.5 2.0 1.8
Oxidant-to-fuel ratio, O/F
(b) Percentfluorinein oxidantby weight,15. Exponentnl for usein
eq~tion 1 = 1600(Pc/600)n1.
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22 24 26 28 Xl 32 2
Fuel in propellant,percentby weight
I I t I I I I I I I I I I I
3.5 3.0 3.0
OxMaut-to-fuel I%o, O/F
(c) Percentfluorinein oxidantby weight, 30. _ent nl for use in
equation I = 1600(Pc/600)n1.
Figure 1. - Continued. Theoreticalspecificimpulse.of LP-4 fL@ tith
severalfluorine-cccygenmixtures. Equilibriumcqposition during
Isentropiceqension frcm combustion-chamberpressureof 600 pounds
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Figure 1. - Continued. Theoreticalspecific~ulse of JT-4 fuel
with severalfluorine-oxygenmixtures. Equilibriumccqposition
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Figure 1. - Continued. Theoretical specific impulse of
JP-4 fuel tith several fluorine-oxygen mixtures.
EquiMbrim composition during isentropic expansion
from combustion-chsmber pressure of 600 pounds per
square inch absolute to pressure ratio indicated.
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Figure 1. - Concluded. Theoreticalspecific impulse of JP-4 fuel with several
fluorine-oxygenmixtures. Equilibriumcompositionduring iaentropicexpan-
aion from combustion-chamberpreaeure of 60CIpounds per square inch absolute
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(b)Percentfluorine In oxidant by weight, 15. Ekponent ~ for use in
,,-
equation T = T6w(Pc/600)w.
Figure2. - Continued. Theoreticalcombustion-chambertemperatureand
nozzle-exittemperaturefor JP-4 fuel with severalfluortne-o~gen
mixtures. Equilibrium ccmrpositionduring isentropic expansion frcm
combustion-chamberpressure of 600 paunde per square inch absolute
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-e 2. - Continued. l%eoreticalccunbuetim-chsmbertemperature
end nozzle-exittemperaturefor JT-4 fuel with severalfluorine-
oxygenmixtures. Equilibriumcomposition during Isentropicex-
WSion from ccunbuetion-chemberpressureof 600 pouudeper square
inchabsoluteto pressureratio Indicated.
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Figure 2. - ContAmed. Theoretical ccrabuetion-chamber tempera-
ture and nc-r,zle-t temperature for JT.4 fuel with several
fluorina-oxygen mixtures. Equilibrium ccalpoBition aurillg
isentropic expansion i’rcaccmbueticm-chember pressure at 600
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(e) Percentfluorlnein oxidantbywelght, 70.37. Ex-
ponent nT for use in equation T =T6W(P@O)-.
Figure 2.
- Continued. Theoretical combustion-chamber tem-
perature and nozzle-exit temperature for JP-4 fuel with
several fluorine-oxygen mixtures. Equillbrlum combustion
during isentropic expansion from combustion-chamber pres-
sure of 600 pounds per square inch absolute to pressure
ratio Indicated.
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Figure2. - Concluded.l%eoreticticcsnbuetlcm-chembert~ etm end nozzle-exiteqerature
for JP-4 fuelwith seveml fluorlne-cqgenmixtures. EquikLbriumc~ositlon duringleen-
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(a) Percent fluorine in oxidant, O (100 percent oxygen).
Exponent ne for use in equation s = E~W(Pc\6CM))n&.
Figure 3. - Theoretical ratio of nozzle area to threat area
for JW4 fuel with several fluorine-oxygen fixtures.
Equilibrium ccsnpositicm during isentropic expansion frcsu
combustion-chamber pressure of 600 pounds per square inch
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Flgure 3. - Continued. Theoretical ratio or nozzle area..to
throat area for JP-4 fuel with several-fluorine-oxygen mix-
tures. Equilibrium compoeltlon during ieentroplc expaneion
from combustion-chamber pressure M.6CLCIpcunde per square
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Figure 3. - Continued. Theoretical ratio of’nozzle area to
throat area for JP-4 fuel with several fluorine-oxygen mix-
tures. Equilibrium composl.tlon during isentroplc expansion
from canbustion-chmber pressure of 600 pounds per square
Inch absolute to pressure ratio indicated.
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Figure 3. - Contimed. Theoretical ratio of nozzle area to throat area
for JP-4 fuel with several fluorine-~gen mixtures. Equilibrium com-
position during isentropic eqansi.on frcra‘cti~ustion-chamberpressure
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Figure 3. - Continued. Theoreticalratio of nozzle area to
throatarea for JP-4 fuel Wth severalfluorine-oxygen
mixtures. Equilibriumcompositionduring isentrcrpicex-
@,nsion frau combustion-chamberpressure of 600 pounds
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Figure3. - C!cmcluded.Thaoreticslratioof nozzle area to tbrcat crac far J_P-& fuel vith seversl
fluorine-oxygen mixtures. Ec@Mbriwz canpositlon during Iseatropic ~icm fraz cmbuetlon.
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me ~. - Tneorekkel coefficientof thrust for ~-4
fuel with severalfluorine-oxygen ndxtures. Equlll-
brium cuupositlon during isentroplc expnston frcm
combustion-chamber pressure of 6W pound. per square
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(b) Percent fluorine in oxidant by weight, 15.
Figure 4. - Continued. Theoretical coefficientof thrust for JT-4 fuel
with several fluorine-oxygenmixtuzes. Equilibrium compositionduring
isentropic expmsion frcm ccmbusticm-chsmberpressure of 600 pmnde
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Figure 4. - Continued. Theoretical coefficientof thrust for JR4 fuel
with several fluorine-o~gen mitiures. Equilibrium compositionduring
isentropic ~sion from cmbustion-cbsaiberpressure of 6CX3~unds
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Figure 4. - Continued. !l?heoretlcalcoefficientof thrust for JW4 fuel with
several fluorine-oxygenmixtures. EquilibriumCOIQOS~tiOll du@ng isen-
tropic expansionfrgm combustion-chemberpms~ure of 600 pounds per sqwe
inch absolute to pressure ratio indicated.
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Figure 4.
- Concluded. Theoretical coefficient of thrust for JP-4 fuel with
several fluorine-oxygen mixtures. Equilibrium compoaiticm during laentropla
expansion from combuatlon-chamber pre8aure of 600 pounds per square inah ab-
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Figure 5. - Theoretical molecular weight of JP-4 fuel with
several fluorine—~ titures. Equilibrium ccanposition
during isentropic expansion frm ccsmbustion-chamber pres-
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Figure 5. - Continued. Theoreticalmolecularweight of JP-4 fuel Qith several ~
fluorine-oxygenmixtures. Equilibriumcompositionduringiaentroplcexpansion
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Figure 5. - Continued. Theoretiu”lmolecularweightof JT-4 fuel with
severalfluorine-~gen mixtures. Equilibriumcompositionduring
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Figure 5. - Continued. Theoreticalmolecular weight of JP-4 fuel wl.th
seveml fluorine-axygen mixtures. Equilibriumcmsition during
isentropicexpansion from combustion-chamberpressure of 600 pounds
per square inch absolute to pressure ratio indicated.
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Figure 5. - Continued. Theoreticalmolecularweight of JP-4 fuel
with severalfluorine-oxygenmixtures. Equilibriumcomposition
duringisentropicexpansionfrom cmbustion-chsmberpressureof
600 poundsper squareinch absoluteto pressureratio indicated.
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